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25 January
Visa Europe, the payments network in the process of being bought 
by former parent Visa Inc., said revenue jumped 25 percent to a 
record 2.31 billion euros ($2.5 billion) in the year through June as more 
customers turned to alternative payment methods.

Siemens AG will acquire CD-adapco for $970 million as Chief Executive 
Officer Joe Kaeser seeks to expand Europe’s largest engineering 
company’s offering in the industrial software market.

Volkswagen AG Chief Executive Officer Matthias Mueller called for 
emissions tests in Europe to be reworked to close the gap between 
laboratory and real-world results, an issue brought to public attention 
by the German car manufacturer’s cheating scandal.

The won fell for the first time in four days after data showed South 
Korea’s economy slowed and global investors pulled money from 
Asian stocks as a drop in oil prices deterred risk-taking.

26 January
JPMorgan Chase & Co. cut its forecast for U.S. stocks by 9.1 percent, 
saying heightened market volatility could damage the broader 
economy and bring about an earnings recession.

The dispute over Google Inc.’s tax settlement with the U.K., which 
was lauded as a victory by the Treasury but dismissed as "derisory" 
by opposition lawmakers, deepened Tuesday after Labour finance 
spokesman John McDonnell demanded to know if Chancellor of the 
Exchequer George Osborne personally signed off the deal.

U.S. stocks rallied, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average posting its 
strongest gain in more than seven weeks, amid better-than-forecast 
earnings from companies ranging from 3M Co. to Coach Inc. while 
energy shares rebounded with oil after a selloff Monday.

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak looks to have weathered a 
scandal over a murky $681 million “personal donation” from the Saudi 
royal family as he turns his focus to a potentially bigger threat to his 
hold on power -- the economy.

28 January
England’s dairy farmers will see income fall by almost half this year, 
evidence that the global milk crisis is far from over.

Telefonica SA, Europe’s second-largest phone company, will offer 
employees early retirement in a plan that will cost 2.9 billion euros 
($3.18 billion) upfront while saving money over the longer term as 
management seeks to reduce debt.

Western Digital Corp. has reset the clock for U.S. officials to review 
the hard-drive maker’s plan to sell a 15 percent stake to Tsinghua 
Unisplendour Corp., the latest indication that Chinese investors in 
American technology face a challenging path in winning national 
security approval.

The Indonesian buyer of Rio Tinto Group’s discarded Mount Pleasant 
coal project in Australia is expecting to secure financing for the mine 
within six months and is on the look out for more opportunities for 
contrarian investments in the industry.

29 January
The European Union is poised to miss its sugar export quotas this season 
as a reduced harvest limits overseas sales, according to independent 
soft commodities trader Group Sopex.

Google Inc. denied it reached a “sweetheart deal” with British tax 
authorities as a dispute continued over the 130 million-pound ($185 
million) settlement, which was called a victory by the U.K. Treasury and 
dismissed as "derisory" by opposition lawmakers.

MasterCard Inc., the second-largest U.S. payments network, reported 
fourth-quarter profit that beat analysts’ estimates as customer card 
spending increased.

The Australian dollar’s plunge to a seven-year low is turning out to be 
a blessing as China steers its slowing economy away from the heavy 
industries that helped fuel a mining boom Down Under.

27 January
Fonterra Cooperative Group Ltd., the world’s largest dairy exporter, 
cut its milk price forecast to a nine-year low as weak demand and 
oversupply continue to depress the global market.

The Greek government faced the starkest European Union warning to 
date over shortcomings in documenting the influx of Middle Eastern 
refugees, raising the specter of internal-EU border closures that could 
keep migrants stuck in impoverished Greece.

After three years and $1.37 billion in penalties, the U.S. is ending a 
disclosure program that forced Swiss banks to reveal all the secret 
ways they helped Americans evade taxes.

Alps Electric Co. led declines among smartphone component 
suppliers after Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Co. reported 
financial results that show slowing demand for the devices.
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